
Collection 01
Lunette

The knife-edge boundary between matter and emptiness 

Oscillates in perfect harmony, intensifying and shallowing

For an eternity of circumnavigation, oscillating between the two 

At a perfect frequency.

Transfixing those who are privileged to gaze upon

Offering balance, grace, and power.

It stands as a reminder of that ever present night light 

Ordered into life to comfort.

Always waxing and waning, always changing, but always present.



Collection 01
Lunette

A perfectly oval table, for meals and more. Made from a single slab of 
hand crafted marble in four exquisite varieties. With room for many 
to be seated, to feast, celebrate and be served in the most delightful 
way. Elegant and yet sturdy to the last, owing to its bronze perforat-
ed base, perfectly allowing maximum leg room, while still raising the 
marble surface with ease and grace, with beauty in curves to match 
those of the marble it supports and so becoming one piece from two 
halves designed to belong as one.

Lunette D-PAT-N-220

DIMENSIONS 
D 220X120cm H 76cm

MATERIALS
MARBLE TOP  Patagonia
METAL BASE  Brushed Bronze

A perfectly oval table, for meals and more. Made from a single slab of 
hand crafted marble in four exquisite varieties. With room for many 
to be seated, to feast, celebrate and be served in the most delightful 
way. Elegant and yet sturdy to the last, owing to its bronze perforat-
ed base, perfectly allowing maximum leg room, while still raising the 
marble surface with ease and grace, with beauty in curves to match 
those of the marble it supports and so becoming one piece from two 
halves designed to belong as one.

Lunette D-SP-BS-G-220

DIMENSIONS 
D 220X120cm H 76cm

MATERIALS
MARBLE TOP  Blue Star Spider
METAL BASE  Brushed Bronze
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Patagonia
from Brazil

Blue Star Spider
from Greece

White Beauty 
from China

Rosso Levanto Natural
from Turkey

Pochahontas Spider
 from Greece


